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G-RTS lab, in the Energy Center Lab of Politecnico di Torino, 
is an internationally interconnected lab of real-time simulation. 
It is active in studying the role of electricity in energy transition, 
as well as new smart grids and super grids for electricity. 
G-RTS@ PoliTo is a crucial tool for studying those issues and 
it plays a pioneering role in developing and testing this idea of 
distributed real-time simulations in cooperation with RWTH-
Aachen University (Germany) and European Commission DG 
Joint Research Centers in Ispra (Italy) and Petten (Netherlands) 
(www.eric-lab.eu). The Transatlantic Real Time Simulator is 
just the last step of the research initiative.

Scientific Coordinator
Prof. Ettore F. Bompard (ettore.bompard@polito.it)

DEMO RATIONAL & SET/UP
Today’s demo of Global RT-Super lab aims at demonstrating 
conceptually and technically the feasibility of multi-site 
co-simulation across the Atlantic Ocean, highlighting the 
opportunities provided by this innovative concept. In a vision of 
electricity systems “going global”, the demo will simulate an High 
Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) power line interconnecting 
the electricity transmission systems of EU and USA, considering 
transmission–distribution system interactions, power electronic 
converters, renewable energy resources (RES), HVDC, 
and emerging microgrids. On the one side, the US system is 
represented by a simplified Western System Coordinating 
Council (WSCC) with 9-bus connected to several electricity 
system models, including electricity distribution grid, wind farm, 
residential distribution systems. The US representative model 
is split among INL, WSU, USC, SNL, NREL, and CSU, in USA. 
On the other side, the EU power system is conceptualized 
by reference networks (CIGRE) for HVDC connected with a 

Medium Voltage (MV) distribution network with distributed 
generation (PV generators and fuel cells). The high voltage 
transmission system is modelled and simulated in RWTH-ACS 
(Germany), while the medium voltage distribution system is 
modelled in PoliTo’s laboratory (Italy).  The robustness of this 
interconnection is tested considering possible adverse events, 
in terms of loss of generation, and their impact on the operation 
of the whole system. Capability of HVDC interconnection is 
assessed in terms of acting as a “firewall” against the propagation 
of disturbances between the interconnected AC grids in the US 
and EU sides. 
A complex “real” environment in which different electricity 
systems, in the two continents, are connected internally and 
across the ocean with renewable and traditional energy sources 
and prosumers, is studied by a pool of European and American 
researchers sitting in their labs in EU and USA and simulating 
the system concurrently, sharing their facilities in real time.
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Workshop “Global real-time superlab: EU-
USA transatlantic co-simulation live demo” 
at the 7th IEEE International Conference 
on Innovative Smart Grid Technologies                   
(ISGT Europe 2017 Torino)



WHYClimate change and pollution prompt for an 
energy transition toward a deep change in 

the patterns of energy production, transmission, distribution, 
and final uses, with less and less use of fossil resources; in 
this framework electricity will play a crucial role, providing 
green energy from renewables to residential, industrial and 
transportation final uses. A possible way to achieve this goal lies 
in the establishment of a Global Interconnection of electricity 
transmission systems across the continents, in order to build 
a global energy infrastructure that would allow the sharing of 
renewable resources in the most effective way. To meet this 
objective, new visions and technologies need to be devised, 
designed, and tested. A scientific evidence, based on proper 
modelling and simulations, would facilitate the worldwide 
acceptance of such approaches. A global integrated simulation 
laboratory is needed for addressing both issues.

WHATGlobal RT-Super lab is intended to 
pool together, across countries and 

continents, knowledge, simulation tools and lab facilities in one 
large, interconnected, real time global laboratory. Available 
laboratory resources and facilities, distributed worldwide, are 
interconnected via ICT tunneling over internet in real time. 
EU-US Global RT-Super Lab aims to foster a transatlantic 
collaboration between EU and USA in the area of electricity-
centered energy transition, with a special focus on the study 
of possible scenarios of transatlantic electricity transmission 
grid interconnection. Researchers at three US Department of 
Energy’s national laboratories, five US universities and two EU 
universities will resort to the Global RT-Superlab, in order to 
explore the idea that electrons can be sent around the world 
the same way as digital packets of 0’s and 1’s over the Internet. 

HOWWe built an infrastructure based on the 
integration of Digital Real-Time Simulators 

(DRTS), High Performance Computing (HPC) systems, and 
Power Hardware in the Loop (PHIL) setups and test beds 
accommodated at laboratories at different geographical 
locations in EU and USA. Thanks to this demo, we demonstrate 
the feasibility of multi-site co-simulation framework across the 
Atlantic Ocean, and we show the potential and the benefits 
of a holistic research approach, enabled by a network of EU-
US laboratories and the collaboration between research 
institutions. The connection structure will follow a server-cloud 
architecture, where the local computers or machines interact 
with other laboratories through dedicated VPNs (Virtual Private 
Network) on internet protocols like UDP or TCP IPs. The 
local VPN servers bridge the local simulation platform at each 
site and the cloud, ensuring the security of the data exchange 
while offering a better coordination of communication and 
multi-point connection. A specific set of interfaces and services 
are supporting such distributed real-time co-simulation under 
a developed framework named VILLAS. It is a plug-and-play 
framework, which can integrate different local assets like digital 
real-time simulators, measurement devices, and estimation/
control algorithms.

WHOLeveraging assets and expertise at other 
national labs and academic institutions, the 

RT-Super Lab concept brings more assets into the mix, with the 
following participants contributing to specific capabilities:
• U.S. DOE’s Sandia National Laboratory: photovoltaic test bed;
• Colorado State University: high-performance computer-based 

energy management system;
• Washington State University:  Microgrid Laboratory;
• South Carolina: power electronics and distribution research;
• RWTH Aachen University: co-simulation framework;
• Politecnico di Torino’s Digital Real Time Simulation: Smart Grid 

Management;
• U.S. DOE’s NREL: Energy Systems Integration Facility;
• U.S. DOE’s INL: Power and Energy Real-Time Laboratory.

BENEFITS Global RT-Super Lab can provide 
several advantages to the scientific 

community:
• Enhancing the individual computational capability of each 

individual lab without additional investments;
• Sharing of hardware and software facilities in a cost effective 

way,  without any need to replicate the same equipment at 
each site; 

• Using available SW & HW resources in other laboratories, in 
case they are not available locally;

• Allowing the sharing of models and simulation tools;  
• Soft-sharing of expertise in a large collaboration consortium 

for different use cases and studies, without physical exchange 
of researchers and visitors;

• Keeping susceptible national data confidential, while running a 
co-simulation that integrates such data.

Concept of Global 
RT-Super Lab
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Program
h. 17  Welcome
 Prof. Michela Meo - Deputy Rector
 Prof. Stefano Corgnati - Vice Rector for Research
 Prof. Alberto Tenconi - Head of Dept. of Energy 
 Prof. Francesco Profumo - Politecnico di Torino
 Prof. Ettore Bompard - Coordinator of the G-RTS  
 Lab @Polito 
h. 17.15 Network Session Opening
 U.S. DOE  INL Introduction
 Presentation of Global RT-Super Lab partners
  Launch of the Demo Co-Simulation
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